Talent Consultancy - Case Study
Celebrity and Creative Media Agency
Executive Summary
Our client approached us to help source new staff members and then
successfully onboard them into the company.
HR Revolution's talent consultancy service provided an ideal solution working with
them to build a tailored plan of action to ensure their hiring objectives were met.

How Our Services Helped
Why did you use HR Revolution to help you with your recruitment needs?
HR Revolution were already providing us with retained HR services, and we knew that they
also could provide a talent solution so when we were made aware that we had to replace
and onboard new staff members, they were the first people we spoke to!

How many positions were you looking to recruit for?
We were looking to source candidates for two positions, a PA to the company directors and
a Content Creator.

What are the main benefits of this
type of recruitment model & why
did this work for you?
The main benefit was that the team at HR
Revolution worked with us to develop a
process whereby they would filter through
the many applications received to identify
those who met our recruitment brief.
This was extremely beneficial as it saved us
time and meant we were then only
reviewing applications that we knew were
suitable for the positions available.

Can you describe how you worked alongside the team at HR Revolution and how they
helped meet your recruitment objectives?
The team worked with us to shape the job descriptions for the new roles. We valued their expertise in
helping ensure that they would be more appealing and would attracted the right calibre of candidates.
Due to the confidential nature of our business, it was crucial that our trading name was not
made public. HR Revolution helped craft the job advert and handle applications indicating that this
wasn't a problem to potential applicants.

How has the other HR services offered by HR Revolution helped you?
We are always looking for ways to maintain staff retention outside of higher financial remuneration. HR
Revolution has helped shape our Staff Welfare and Perks package and have found ways to
accommodate certain ideas put forward , helping to modernise our company and culture.
HR Revolution have also provided fantastic guidance and support surrounding staff mental health and
ensuring that we understand how we can be supportive to our employees without effecting day-to-day
business.
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